
Pinnacle 2111 

Chapter 2111 Kill Bruce First 

In fact, Levi was in a dangerous place. 

He was with Sammy at the Triple Group in Keerea. 

This was something totally unexpected. 

After his many comings and goings, Levi had come back and was part of their internal organization. 

Even though the Triple Group was a running dog of the Lab of Gods, it was not one that submitted 

quietly to the Lab of Gods. 

They had stealthily taken under their control many things of the Lab of Gods. 

It took Levi three months to get all the information regarding the Lab of Gods that were in the hands of 

the Triple Group. 

In this period of time, Levi was able to draw many conclusions. 

The core level of the Lab of Gods was unreachable. There was no way to get to it and control it. 

However, Levi was confident that he could control spokespersons like Bruce and members of the outer 

circle. 

He also had eighty to ninety percent grasp over the Triple Group. 

“Okay, I’m leaving!” said Levi, after seeing that everything was in place. 

Sammy asked hurriedly, “Where are you going?” 

spree!” replied Levi 

Do you need my 

“No!” 

Soon, Levi was gone. 

at the long list of 

should I 

question but Levi very quickly made up his mind and 

that long list of names, this one stood 

before I 

more 

had played his 

he could not get any more information on the Lab of Gods out 



had decided 

left Keerea for 

obtained from the Triple Group, he knew that Bruce was at 

was carrying out research on pure energy beings that 

training base in Zarain, Bruce was 

superparticle. We are unable to produce any that is comparable to those of Jared’s within this short 

time. The other research teams 

“I am doubtful of our present technology. Even if we discover the superparticles, I am not sure if we can 

extract them. There may be great 

Bruce frowned. 

unparalleled. Just look at 

carry on. I’m taking a 

returned to his 

was not far from the training 

Chapter 2112 Mission To Kill 

“What? Killing?” 

Before the guards had time to react, they found themselves on the ground. 

In one breath, all the guards at that post were dead. 

Once the sickle of the Grim Reaper was raised, there was no stopping it. 

Levi started his killing spree. 

All the open and covert sentries disappeared without a trace. 

The best part was that they could not even send out any alarm or signal. 

No one knew that Levi was so near to the training base because everything appeared normal. 

That was the advantage of the Triple Group. 

They provided some raw materials and test samples to the Lab of Gods. 

As a result, they knew something about the situation at the training base. 

This made it easy for Levi to enter the place. 

After an hour, the perimeter defense of Bruce’s training base was completely eliminated by Levi. 

More than ten thousand men had died, but on the surface, all was calm and normal. 



Nobody at the training base knew what had happened. 

a cold smile as he approached 

end 

would first destroy the training base, then kill 

training base without 

No one detected him. 

to the core area that 

laboratory, everyone was in their protective clothing, but Levi was 

like a 

eyes were 

are you here?” 

to kill all 

spoke before 

were piles of 

Boom! 

training base 

finally came to the main control room. He copied all the data then struck the final 

Boom! 

training base went up 

extremely potent energy material also 

produced was terrifying. The whole training base was blasted 

cloud 

inferno spread for miles around. 

of Gods did not refer to just one laboratory. 

were many training 

training base 

training base was one 

destruction was a heavy 

training base blew up, 



Beep, beep, beep… 

Chapter 2113 Instant Death Of Pure Energy Beings 

It’s Levi! 

Bruce recognized it finally. 

This is Levi’s voice! Can it really be Levi? There are too many people masquerading as him recently. The 

voice may not mean that it is really him. It could be the Sacred Organization coming for me. 

Whether it was Levi or not, the training base was exposed, and Bruce’s only thought was to run. 

“Run! Quick!” 

Bruce ordered everyone to escape with him through the secret passage. 

At the same time, he notified the other Lab of Gods about his present condition. 

He was ready to hit the ultimate panic button if things went beyond his control, to trigger the 

emergency rescue from the Lab of Gods. 

“Are you trying to run, Bruce?” The voice came again. 

The next second, Levi landed. 

The earth fissured in all directions. The broken pieces revealed the underground facility. 

The ground under the training base had been hollowed out. 

A warren of passages had been constructed that led to many places in Zarain. 

This was the secret of the training base. 

Everything could be transported underground without anyone knowing. 

a mighty stomp from Levi’s foot had collapsed the 

was a 

would boggle at the existence of 

and resources spent on creating it must have been 

was how alarming the 

eyes on the escaping Bruce 

Boom! 

them at lightning speed and 

and the 

Crack! Crack! 



completely obliterated and 

his men 

you?” shouted 

you recognize my voice?” asked Levi with a 

tricks! You are not Levi! Levi died long 

refused to 

ordered Bruce. Four pure energy beings immediately pounced toward 

nothing by one stroke of 

The pure energy beings remain a terrifying force to be reckoned with. No one else knows of a way to 

deal with them. After all, you do not 

because they knew they could neither be killed 

no way their opponent could kill 

without a need 

the knowledge 

Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom! 

flashed out four fingers at super 

if their 

Oh, the excruciating pain! 

Chapter 2114 The Forbidden Technique Of Levi 

What… 

Who could withstand that? 

That was too terrifying. 

The second Celia of The Cardinal Hall has appeared. 

He could kill four pure energy beings in an instant! 

Who would have thought of that? 

Someone could actually do what Celia of The Cardinal Hall did. 

Kill pure energy beings in a second! 

Everyone from the Lab of Gods was insanely fearful of what they saw. 

This is an imminent catastrophe! 



Levi curled his lips. 

The way he had killed the pure energy beings was different from Celia’s. 

She was too f**king powerful! 

So powerful that nothing mattered to her! 

She didn’t care who they were, and down came her hand in a stroke! 

Levi was able to deliver instant death to the pure energy beings because of his solitary training. 

He took various Forbidden Techniques, transformed and re-integrated them into something new and 

unique. 

was the One Finger Technique which concentrated all his energy and 

in an instant which could 

the powerful pure energy beings could 

techniques that had become Levi’s very own were comparable in 

he had to pay the price of having 

used his One Finger Technique, it would take at least half a month before he 

concentration of power into a single explosive point consumed a 

if he had improved it, he should not 

power that had been drained from him 

his men had never imagined that 

his mind to kill 

Boom! 

in front 

Everyone jumped in fright. 

instantly while the 

Boom! Boom! 

punching everyone who stood 

one after 

were in his way, Levi immediately use 

by one, the pure 

was no stopping 



that he did not acquire 

the inferior mass-produced version that 

Bruce’s men were obstinately obstructing Levi as much as 

sacrifice 

strength was just too powerful, 

splattered and 

into an explosive 

energy beings 

forlorn state came 

were less 

was getting closer 

Chapter 2115 Bruce Called For Emergency Rescue 

“Hehe, are you calling someone? Let’s see who can save you!” Levi sneered. 

He had decided that Bruce must die. 

No one can stop me from killing him! 

As Bruce called for emergency rescue, signals traveled to eight training bases hundreds of kilometers 

away. 

These training bases were deep in the mountains, underground, or under the sea. 

The signals activated the launch systems in all eight training bases at the same time. Then, the launch 

systems burst into smoke and shoot eight rays of light into the sky. 

The force of each launch was equivalent to launching a rocket. 

However, instead of rockets, they launched eight people into the sky. 

Each of them wore spaceflight engines on their backs, and each of these engines was equivalent to four 

spaceflight engines. 

Furthermore, they also wore armors which were many times stronger than materials on a spacecraft. 

Therefore, they could withstand the force of the spaceflight engines. Otherwise, the pressure from the 

launch would disintegrate them. 

In addition, they also had incredible physiques, which made them more resistant to the force of the 

engine. 

Without such physique, a minor vibration from the engine could kill them. 



These people were the Extreme Rescue Squad from the Lab of Gods. 

They could rescue anyone in the shortest time. 

launching into the air, the eight-member team traveled at rocket speed toward 

almost instantly, even though they had only activated an 

relatively near distance also contributed to their speedy 

Boom! Boom! 

engines behind them, creating strong air currents that caused the surrounding air to rage 

Boom! 

activated their engines and rushed 

of the Extreme Rescue Squad was not to kill 

back 

consider what they would do about Levi 

their backs were activated fully, giving 

and speed that had never 

away!” Levi yelled 

punch, sending a wave of 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

sent all eight of 

was unbelievable and shocked the eight 

he resist the force of 

discussed quickly among themselves and activated 

Vroom, vroom, vroom… 

activating two engines, thunderous noises filled the air, causing the ground to shake and raising clouds 

of 

Boom! Boom! 

times faster and at a greater force than 

to pulverize Levi 

Boom! 

them 



his punch sent them 

Chapter 2116 Goodbye Bruce 

Four engines were the most they had ever activated. 

It was also their most powerful attack. 

Tap, tap, tap… 

There were a series of cracking noises in the air, and the grounds shook so hard that it was on the verge 

of splitting. 

At the same time, air currents moved violently behind them. 

“Charge!” they yelled, and the eight-member team propelled themselves toward Levi with the aid of 

their engines. 

Each of them moved in a different direction. 

The force of the propulsion alone was enough to disintegrate anyone. 

However, Levi smirked as he stood in the center. 

He had achieved tremendous enlightenment from his solitary training. 

Furthermore, he did not rest in his three months in Triple Group but kept enhancing his powers. 

His master taught him the basic techniques to pursue ultimate power and speed. 

Therefore, he continued to grow stronger. 

By relying on what his master taught, he could achieve many things. 

energy 

speed and strength to another 

coordinate the Annihilation Blast 

Boom! Boom! 

Extreme Rescue Squad charged at Levi, he immediately launched thousands of 

at breakneck speed. Suddenly, they paused in 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

loud noises, and smoke 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Crack! 

Suddenly, the engines exploded. 



of the aerospace engines brought them a devastating blow, 

Crack! 

armors shattered one after 

withstand the force of the 

result 

now, Levi exerted Annihilation Blast with his 

Puff! Puff! 

members of the Extreme Rescue Squad carefully from all over the 

on the verge 

end, all eight of 

hot blood even sprayed 

difference that he 

armors that the Extreme Rescue Squad wore shattered 

their armor, his 

was stunned 

never felt as hopeless as 

Chapter 2117 Bruce Is Dead 

Boom! 

Levi shattered Bruce’s armor with a single punch. 

Pfft! 

Then, numerous bloody wounds appeared on Bruce’s body. 

Bruce could only look on in shock at what was happening to him. 

“Bruce, I’ve been wanting to kill you for a long time!” Levi said as he looked at the wounds all over 

Bruce’s body. 

Now, Bruce could finally see Levi’s face. 

He had no choice but to believe that the man before him was Levi. “You, it’s you! How are you alive? No 

way! How is it possible? It’s you. It’s you all along!” 

Bruce seemed to have gone mad as he finally understood everything. 

Levi is behind all that happened later. But, how did he survive? 



Bruce found the fact that Levi was alive more frightening than his impending doom. 

“Yeah! I’m still alive! If you want to defeat me, wait for your next life!” 

Immediately after that, Bruce exploded into a mist of blood and died! 

All that remained was a pool of blood. There was zero chance that he could be alive. 

spokesperson. At a time, he nearly destroyed Erudia, but now, 

Levi breathed a sigh 

He is finally dead! 

Levi left the scene 

the Lab of Gods 

Levi had not left Zarain. He headed somewhere else to wipe 

of thirteen Lab 

of Zarain fell into chaos. The forces from Lab of Gods 

were erratic, and he left immediately 

spokesperson. None of them were core 

hard to 

not before killing a few more Lab of 

according to a name list and killed more 

The slaughter continued. 

planned to wipe 

Bruce, the leading 

destroyed 

world 

was one of the most 

was a nightmare to numerous 

was shocked to find 

soon spread throughout all corners 

erupted into a 

disasters 

people wanted him dead, but they could not do 



Chapter 2118 Obstruction By Eighteen Dark Angels 

Levi did not have to ask who they were because he had met them in Xyperia not long ago. 

They were the Dark Angels from the Sacred Organization. 

Levi was familiar with their aura. 

Initially, four people obstructed him. 

Then, there was one more person, their leader. Levi had roughly guessed his identity. 

He is Death Fiend! 

“Not bad, you have found me! No one from the Lab of Gods can do that!” Levi sneered. 

Death Fiend said with a smile, “It’s because they are the ones under attack while we are watching from 

the side. We have different perspectives!” 

He’s right. One does see the situation better as an outsider. 

Levi attacked blatantly, so logically, the forces from Lab of Gods should be able to find him with ease. 

Unfortunately, the attacks sent them into a state of disarray. 

Therefore, Levi led them by their noses and gained the upper hand. 

they 

observed from the side. As the attacks did not affect them, they could track Levi down 

asked, “Why are you 

clapped his hands once, and a few shadows emerged 

Dark 

Dark Angels to bring Levi back 

is simple! I’ve told you before that you’ve met the requirements to join the Sacred Organization. We’re 

here 

to ensure that they could bring 

confident of their abilities 

advise you to join the Sacred Organization. If you join us, you stand to gain advantages beyond your 

imagination,” Death Fiend 

replied with a smile, “I’m used to being alone. Joining your organization will make 

refuse to join us?” Death Fiend 

not true. I have a condition!” 

surprised and looked at Levi 



simple. I’m willing to join, but I’ll be the leader of the Sacred Organization. Everyone has 

was stunned 

want to be the leader? Does he mean he wants to be 

began to 

you nicely, but if you continue to refuse 

go about this. One of the ways is for the Eighteen Dark Angels can bring him back by force. Apart from 

that, I also have 

at everyone mockingly. “Really? 

you long enough until the fighters from the Lab of Gods arrive! Then, it 

agreed fervently. “Yes, we’re giving you a chance! 

Chapter 2119 The Scary Jester King 

The Eighteen Dark Angels could shake the world with their combined attacks. 

At this moment, they instantly surrounded and trapped Levi. 

This time, Levi could not pulverize them with his punch. They were completely unharmed. 

Levi was stunned with their unique physique. 

There were once a few Fiends among Eighteen Dark Angels. 

Although these eighteen people were ranked lower than Fiends, they had incredible strength. 

They were also much stronger than any fighters from the Lab of Gods that Levi fought. 

His punch did not even leave a scratch on them. 

Huh? That’s strange. 

Levi was thinking deeply about what was going on. 

He found them strange. 

However, he knew that now was not the time to think about it. 

Instead, he needed to deal with the problem before him quickly and leave. 

Otherwise, once the fighters from Lab of Gods arrived, he would have more difficulty escaping. 

He might not even be able to escape. 

Death Fiend and the others could see that Levi was about to increase the intensity of his attack. 

let 

Angels 



as if acting as one body and proceeded to trap Levi, leaving him with no 

people from the Lab of Gods will reach here. Once they do, you won’t be able to escape! What will you 

do now? Do you choose to join us 

what they could see, Levi had only 

in their trap until the members of the 

join Sacred Organization and leave with 

laughed and said, “You think you can 

a big surge of powerful 

Swoosh… 

air around Levi 

Angels could not 

as more energy burst out from his 

Boom! 

sky darkened suddenly. It seemed like the end 

cloud, shaking the mountains and 

a few 

mountain split apart 

colossal force forced the Eighteen Dark Angels to step 

of their combination of techniques could 

rest of Eighteen Dark Angels could not conceal the shock in 

It was too powerful. 

the Eighteen Dark 

had considered whether to wipe out the Eighteen Dark Angels in one go. However, they were 

him escape!” 

a mission, so they 

not 

Angels 

Chapter 2120 Jester King 

In Lab of Gods, they called him Jester King. 



He was of the same class as Bruce’s superior and was powerful enough to be admitted into the core 

level of the Lab of Gods. 

The Lab of Gods’ aircraft traveled as fast as lightning. 

However, Jester King still arrived ahead and stopped Levi. 

He was covered in a sinister and threatening aura that brought fear to the Eighteen Dark Angels. 

Even Levi’s expression changed. 

He is dangerous because I can’t feel his presence at all. I can’t sense any blood circulation or breathing. 

Finally, a strong opponent. It’s going to be interesting. 

Boom! 

Jester King made his move, resulting in tremors over the ground and sky. 

Suddenly, he disappeared from before Levi’s eyes. 

There was not even a trace of his shadow. 

Then, Jester King suddenly reappeared right in front of Levi again with a flaming aura around him as if 

trying to burn Levi. 

Slap! 

A crisp noises sounded, and the sky darkened. 

Jester King grabbed Levi by his throat. 

Instantly, Levi felt a tremendous force, as if the mountains were pressing down on him, threatening to 

flatten him. 

Jester King wanted to 

grabbed his arms, 

Jester King kept pushing him back for a few hundred 

a few meters into the ground in his attempt to resist 

he could not stop himself 

incredibly strong and overpowered 

It was unbelievable. 

had always been able to crush and slaughter 

do now?” The Eighteen Dark Angels exchanged glances 

Emperor ordered us to 

Angels immediately 



Jester King both noticed what Eighteen Dark 

I don’t need your help!” 

of energy, strong 

he had used just now to force back Eighteen 

technique he crafted by himself 

of the technique on Jester King this 

Boom! 

pushed 

Everyone was stunned. 

Jester King was puzzled and 

expected Levi to push him away 

actuality, Levi was surprised by what he did 

was his first time meeting such a challenging opponent like 

me!” Jester King glanced at Eighteen Dark Angels and 

an instant, he charged at Levi 

Boom! 

ordinary punch, but it carried enough 

 


